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We use PacBio® data from whole-genome shotgun sequencing of 
multiple strains of Arabidopsis thaliana to evaluate the feasibility of 
using a string graph to assemble diploid heterozygous genomes.  
We first demonstrate the generation of high-quality assemblies 
(N50 > 4 Mbp) for inbred strains with a string graph assembly 
method.  Then, we perform a few computational experiments to 
understand the properties of the string graph for polymorphic or 
heterozygous diploid genomes.  Distinct diploid structures in the 
string graph constructed with long reads are observed and a 
simple layout algorithm is developed to resolve homologous 
copies from genomic repeats. This allows constructing long 
primary contigs from a diploid heterozygous sample.  The 
structural variations between the haplotypes can be captured by 
constructing “associated contigs,” which represent alternative 
paths other than those of the primary contigs in the string graph.  A 
full set of structure variations (SVs) can be then categorized. 
These SVs and the primary contigs can be used as the foundation 
for the downstream process of phasing SVs and SNPs together for 
full reconstruction of the haplotype sequences.  We successfully 
applied this strategy to generate heterozygous diploid assemblies 
(N50 > 2 Mbp) and evaluate the correctness from a data set of 
mixed inbred Arabidopsis sequencing data.  Finally, we apply this 
approach to assemble several diploid genomes and propose a 
general bioinformatics workflow for diploid assembly with long 
sequence reads. 
 

Introduction 

String Graph Formulation for Assembly 

Summary 

String Graph: A graph structure that models a 
genome 
 
• Vertex/node:  A particular position (typically the beginnings or endings of 

the read fragments) in the genome 
• Edges: The sequence between the vertices 
 
Any string from a path spells out a possible assembly from the reads 
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For each overlap, two edges are 
constructed. 
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From Read Overlap to a String Graph 

It may be hard to distinguish homologous regions 
from repeats  
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For developing a diploid assembler, we need to find ways to 
distinguish these different cases with the same local topology. 
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Hopefully, with longer read lengths, most differences between two haplotypes will appear 
as a simple bubble. 
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Validation for the diploid 
assembly results. 
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An unitig graph from Ler-0 + Col-0 data:  
The graph “diameter” ~ 12 Mbp, Mean edge size = 17.4 kbp 

 

Strings to String Bundles 

Challenge of Diploid Assembly 

String bundle: compound paths that 
contain sequences from both haplotypes. 

Algorithm: 
 
• Find an end-to-end path ⇒ A initial “primary contig” 
• Build a “string bundle” along the path  
⇒ the primary contig + locally “associated contigs” 

• Repeat until no edge left 
• Break the string bundle at branching point caused by repeats  
⇒ Corrected primary contigs + locally associated contigs 

Primary contig: the 
path from the begin to 
the end that explains 
most overlaps 
 
Associate contigs: the 
paths in parallel to the 
primary contigs in the 
bubbles 

String Bundle 
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Assembly Results 

"Haploid" 
Assembly 

“Diploid" Assembly 
(Col-0 + Ler-0)  

Col-0 Ler-0 
Primary 
contigs All contigs 

# of Contigs 512 983 1085 2483 
N50 Length (Mbp) 6.2 5 2.8 12.8 
Max Length(Mbp) 10.2 13.3 9.4 12.5 

Total (Mbp) 120 123 127 177 

TAIR10, Col-0 Reference 

Assembled Contigs 

From tick mark to tick mark is a contig. 

Alignment of the diploid assembly from Col-0 + Ler-0 to TAIR10 
reference. 
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Same graph motif 

Structure variation between the haplotypes can be identified easily, 
but they may not be fully resolved for complicated bubbles. 

• Successfully assembled “diploid”-like long-read data generating assembly 
with N50 > 2 Mbp using only PacBio data. 

• With enough PacBio data, one can start assembly from reads >10 kb:  
It reveals the diploid structure as quasi-linear chains in the string graph. 

• Toward an improved diploid assembler:  
– More rigorous theoretical framework for the diploid / polyploid graph 

traversing problem 
– Generate diploid consensus: need an efficient aligner to create string 

graphs from long reads 
– Phasing: combining SV discovery to SNP calling to “unzip” the bubbles   
– More testing cases:  

−Real biological diploids 
−Other diploid genome might have different structure 

Arabidopsis 120 Mbp genome 
Two strains, Ler-0 &  Col-0 sequenced  separately 

Transposons 

45S rDNAs 

Retrotransposons 

Common repeat 
element lengths 

Pre-assembled read length 
distribution 
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